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J There is a good deal of talk now, 

both open and otherwise, about the 
f possibility or advisability of trans- 
* ferring certain overage destroyers 
« from the United States Fleet to 

J that of Great Britain. 
* The statement most frequently 

made is that we have 60 destroyers 
J which are really surplus, which we 
1 do not need, which are of World 
} War vintage anyway and which 
■ might make all the difference to 
2 the British in dealing wdth an at- 

J tack on the Island of Great Brit- 
> ain or in maintaining their con- 

| vov system. It is difficult to tell 
| how this arbitrary flgura of 60 
i is reached, and it may be W'ell to 
! recapitulate the facts. 
1 The ships under discussion are 
! our World War destroyers of 1.000- 
[ 1.100 tons displacement, 35 knots 

designed speed, armed (for the most 
part with four 4-inch guns, one 3- 
inch anti-aircraft gun and 12 tor- 
pedo tubes. These ships were laid 

| dowTn in 1917, 1918 and 1919. and all 
became, by present standards, over- 

age at the expiration of 16 years. 
They are all still serviceable ships 
for such duties as anti-submarine, 
convoy and patrol assignments. 

Uneconomical to Operate. 
However, they are getting old. they 

are uneconomical to operate because 
of the increased cost of mainte- 
nance and the increased length of 
time necessary for overhaul, and 

; few of them would now be in com- 

mission were it not for the fact 
that from 1920 to 1931, inclusive, 
we did not lay down any replace- 
ments for them, despite the re- 

peated warnings of successive Sec- 
retaries of the Navy that some day 
we would have to replace all of 
them in a hurry or have no sea- 

worthy destroyers at all. Begin- 
ning in 1932, we began to lay down 
new destroyers, but we have not in 
eight years been able to make up 
for 11 years of neglect. Conse- 
quently, even in normal times it 
has been necessary to maintain 
many of these old destroyers in 
service. 

A modern fleet is a balanced or- 
ganization, with the battleship di- 
visions as its foundation and in- 
cluding its. proper proportion of 
cruisers, aircraft carriers, destroy- 
ers, submarines, mine craft and 
auxiliaries. It has been said—and 
this is probably true—that no ad- 
miral in war will ever have enough 
destroyers, so many are the uses 
of this handy, fast, formidable type 
of fighting craft: but since calcula- 
tions of strength cannot be based 
upon infinity, it has been roughly 
assumed that our fleet ought to 
have about eight desWoyers for 
each battleship. 

Organization Altered. 
On October 1, 1939, when the last 

Navy list and directory was issued, 
there were 12 battleships serving 
with the Battle Force and 95 de- 

stroyers. There would have been 
103 destroyers if all destroyer squad- 
rons and divisions then assigned to 
the Battle Force had been at full 
strength. Subsequently the organ- 
ization of the fleet has been altered 
and destroyers have been assigned 
to the Scouting Force. While de- 
tails of jjiresent organization 
are not available for publication, 
it may be pointed out that a sug- 
gested organization not dissimilar 
in principle to that now in actual 
being was published in the United 
States Naval Institute proceedings 
for May, 1939. by Rear Admiral 
J. K. Taussig. U. S. N. And this 
organization, based on 14 battle- 
ehips, called for 112 destroyers. 

In addition to destroyers with the 
Battle Force, there were on October 
1, 1939, two destroyer squadrons 
totaling 38 destroyers assigned to 
the Atlantic Squadron and one of 
13 destroyers assigned to the Asiatic 
Fleet. Two destroyers each were 

assigned to the Special Service 
Squadron in Caribbean waters and 
to the European Squadron. Four 
destroyers were assigned to experi- 
mental duty. This will give some 

idea of the number of "destroyer 
missions.” so to speak, which we re- 

quire for normal fleet operation and 
other assignments. 

lo recapitulate, these normal 
assignments may be assumed as 

follows: 
Eleet (exclusive of Atlantic 

Squadron _112 
Atlantic Squadron_ 38 
Asiatic Fleet_ 13 
European Squadron_ 2 
Special Service Squadron_ 2 

Total .. _ 167 
91 Craft of Older Type. 

{ To meet these needs we have now 
i In commission 76 under-age (new) 

{destroyers, leaving 91 billets which 
< have to be filled by the older types. 

Of these older ships, we may begin 
{with the figure of 169. which were 

ion the Navy list as of October 1, 
{1939. and still exist. The first de- 

duction which we have to make is 
•those which have been or are going 
{to be converted into other types. 
►The Navy has been making good 
•use of these older destroyers in ob- 
taining new and experimental types 
•of ships, thus enabling the develop- 
ment of such types for our fleet 
without the expense and uncertainty 
of new construction in experimental 
{fields. Of the 169 old destroyers 
jwe had on October 1, 1939, eight had 
•at that time been converted into 
{light mine-layers, and were serving 
{fis such with mine craft, battle 
•force; two had been converted into 
{email seaplane tenders, two into mo- 

bile target vessels, and one into an 

{experimental ship with the subipa- 
Jjune force. Subsequent to that date, 
(further conversions have been, or 

^re about to be undertaken. Due 
"to the lack of fast mine-sweepers, 
** much-needed type as shown by 
Jthe European war, 16 old destroyers 
«r* earmarked for conversion into 
«fhis type; 12 more are to be con- 

certed into small seaplane tenders 
4o give added mobility and efficiency 
Jo our rapidly increasing patrol plane 
^squadrons; six are to be fast trans- 
ports for the fleet marine force, to 
{assure the prompt arrival at cru- 
■cial spots of small highly armed de- 
tachments of marines—and the Nor- 

wegian campaign testifies to the 
enormous value of “getting there” 
ISirst, even with but a few well- 
farmed, well-trained men, and two 
i*re to become the United States 
{Wavy’s first, anti-aircraft ships. The 
dotal deductions to be made for these 
Jiighly necessary and important, pur- 
Jjoses, therefore, are 13 ships already 
(converted on October 1, 1939, and 36 
{ton verted or to be converted since, 
^n aggregate of 49. This leaves 120 
(available for duty with the fleet and 
{detached squadrons, to fill the 91 va- 

cancies above referred to—an ex- 
cess not of 60, but of only 29. 

Conversions Leave No Excess. 
Considering the fact that the 

age of these ships requires excessive 
periods of overhaul, it will hardly 
be possible to maintain them all 
in commission without a rotating 
reserve, so to speak, of ships under- 
going repair. If this be estimated 
at 20 per cent (a reasonable figure), 
18 ships will be neded for this pur- 
pose, leaving an excess of no more 
than 11. And since if some of the 
conversions, especially anti-aircraft 
vessels and marine transports, work 
out well, additional conversions may 
become desirable, there is in fact no 
excess at all as far as our own 
naval requirements are concerned. 

It may be urged that the number 
assigned to the Atlantic Squadron, 
which is. after all, part of the United 
States Fleet, is tao large: that on 
the basis of eight destroyers per 
battleship, there should be only a 
total of 120 destroyers assigned to 
the fleet, including the Atlantic 
Squadron, since we now have 15 
battleships in commission. But 
mere are two burdens, one tempo- 
rary and the other permanent, which 
Atlantic Squadron destroyers must 
bear in addition to normal fleet 
duties. The first is the neutrality 
patrol, for certain phases of which 
destroyers are very well suited; the 
second is the training of midship- 
men and of officers and men of the 
Naval Reserve. The neutrality pa- 
trol's needs cannot be made the sub- 
ject of a public estimate, but they 
are considerable—and it is far from 
inconceivable that they may in- 
crease. The training of the Naval 
Reserve, concentrated as it is on the 
Eastern seaboard (there are more 
than four times as many divisions 
of the organized Naval Reserves on 
the East Coast as on the West) is 

a considerable task, to which must 
be added the requirements for train- 
ing the additional personnel which 
is being added, or which may soon 
be added. 

Security Must Be Considered. 
Finally, it is to be considered that 

we have two oceans in which we 
have vital interests. That being the 
case, we must always be prepared 
to assume the defensive in one 
ocean while concentrating our full 
offensive power in the other. The 
naval defense demands large num- 
bers of small craft (destroyers, sub- 
marines. mine layers, airplanes, 
etc.) which will Impose risks on any 
venturesome enemy and gain time 
for the arrival of reinforcements, or 
for the offensive power of the main 
fleet to complete its mission else- 
where. In this troubled world, and 
for a nation with such enormous 
coast lines and long routes of sea 
communications as we possess, an 
excess over actual figured require- 
ments of 11 or of 29 destroyers does 
not seem too much; calculated, of 
course, strictly from the point of 
view of our own security against 
any possible danger. 

It may, oi course, be asked how 
many new destroyers we now have 
in hand which can take the place 
of these old ships within the im- 
mediate future. The answer is not 
encouraging; seven new destroyers 
are expected to be completed be- 
tween this date and December 31, 
1940, and eight more by June 30, 
1941. This is no very great amelio- 
ration of the present situation, dis- 
regarding what may happen be- 
tween now and either of the dates 
mentioned. 

The foregoing are the facts of the 
matter as regards destroyers avail- 
able and destroyers required. 

The British Situation. 
As to the British situation. Great 

Britain began the wa-- with 193 de- 
stroyers of all types, including those 
of the Australian and Canadian 
navies. Of these, 29 have been lost 
..... 
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In the war; against this, it is prob- 
bable that 8 of the lightning class 
have been completed and 8 (perhaps 
more) have been acquired from the 
French Navy. The total would, 
therefore, be around 180 at present, 
of which a good many must be laid 
up undergoing repair for war dam- 
age or the inevitable overhaul which 
war service so accentuates in this 
type of ship. Not all of these will 
be available for home waters, since 
Great Britain must watch both ends 
of the Mediterranean as well as 
maintain her convoys and control 
her own seas. 

Is Expedient Justified? 
The question which we have to 

ask ourselves is a plain one. It 
ought not to be befuddled by such 
non-essentials as whether the trans- 
fer of destroyers to Great Britain 
would or would not be “an act of 
war.’ It would be, ot course, but 
that is only an academic question 
when dealing with people whose sole 
attitude toward their foreign rela- 
tions is one of cynical expediency. 
The legal definitions of international 
conduct, as I have tried previously 
to point out, are now obsolete: they 
are useful only to the New World 
conquerors, in so far as they blind 
and bind their prospective victims. 
We are concerned, or ought to be 
concerned, only with this question: 
Is it in our interest tc do this thing? 
And, further, will it be worthwhile? 

Certainly Britain needs destroyers. 
Certainly the prolonging of British 
resistance would be to our advan- 
tage. But will the transfer of any 
given number of destroyers make a 

sufficient difference to justify it as 
expedient? They could not be avail- 
able right away. British crews would 

have to be trained in their handling. 
A modern warship is an amazingly 
complicated affair ana unless we 
were prepared to make available cer- 
tain officers and petty officers for 
training purposes, it would take some 
time for the British to learn how 
to handle our ships efficiently. Even 
with such assistance from us, it could 
not be done in a few days. Consid- 
ing this, may we properly assume 
that the transfer of 10 or 25 or 50 
destroyers will make the difference 
between defeat or victory for Great 
Britain between the piesent moment 
and the time when weather condi- 
tions will make an invasion of the 
island of Great Britain all but im- 
possible? For that is the crucial 
period—if the invasion does not 
come soon, and if it does not suc- 
ceed within a comparatively short 
period of time, then we are faced 
with an entirely new situation in 
which the war becomes one of block- 
ade and counter-blockade, tvith the 
odds on the British and with addi- 
tional time available for both the 
British and ourselves to prepare to 
control the sea lanes of the world 
and to deny them to the conqueror 
of the continent of Europe. 

If, on the other hand, we transfer 
to Britain now a considerable part 
of our naval strength—enough to 
make a real difference—and it does 
not in fact make a difference, if 
Britain goes down anyway, then we 
may bitterly regret having thus 
wasted ships which cannot be im- 
mediately replaced. 

Only Stating Facts. 
I am not proposing that we should 

or should not do this thing. I am 
stating as fairly and clearly as I 
can the facts on which our decision 
should be based, and I am suggest- 

ing that the matter ought to be 
settled not by ill-informed en- 
thusiasts, however good their mo- 
tives, who set up arbitrary figures 
and make such inaccurate and ir- 
responsible statements, but in the 
light of our national interests, and 
with the well-weighed advice of our 
naval authorities. 

I earnestly favor giving all the 
help to the British that we possibly 
can without impairing our own se- 

curity in the event that Britain 
goes down; for if she does, we shall 
be the last refuge of freedom in 
this world. 

It is this final and terrible re- 

sponsibility which we must ever 
keep before our minds, and before 
which our spirits must do homage. 
In this we cannot, we must not 
fail. That we should maintain here 
in this continent the undefiled altars 
of liberty and justice and human de- 
cency may well, when all is said 
and done, be the greatest service we 

can render to humanity—to genera- 
tions of human beings yet unborn. 
That we should do this must be the 
ultimate hope not only of all our 
own people, but of all who cherish 
freedom anywhere in the world 
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The day-to-day decisions which we 

must make in the discharge of this 
responsibility may sometimes seem 

selfish to those in the forefront of 
the battle. They ought never to be 
made in any spirit of selfishness or 
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of fear; but with clear vision and 
clear purpose, toward the achieve- 
ment of an end greater than any 
that has hung on the outcome of 
any war in modern times. 
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